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ABSTRACT The patent is one of the carriers of scientific research and development, and an indicator
of technical innovation. As a promising approach for modeling complex systems, complex networks could
provide the sound theoretical framework for developing proper simulation models. Many researchers use the
relations of patent citations and transfers to study knowledge propagate and output in the network. However,
knowledge flow in patents should be fully considered by substantial and fruitful connections, both in the
process of knowledge application and knowledge output. In this paper, we present a two-boundary network
model with knowledge application boundary and knowledge output boundary to reveal the patent citation
patterns in knowledge flow. The feasibility and effectiveness of the two-boundary network model are proved
with theory and experiment. Utilizing 578,678 patents from the United States Patent and Trademark Office
between 2015 and 2018 with the two-boundary network model, we put up a fixed effect ordinary least square
equation to reveal the patent impacts of different structural patterns. Experimental results show that, in the
perspective of structural patterns, the highly impacted patents without assigning are greatly influenced by
their scientific literature references and provide knowledge for other assigned patents. However, considering
all the fixed effect factors, patents that transfer knowledge from other patents to assigned patents are more
likely to become highly impacted patents. Besides, we find the two-boundary network model fits the real
patent knowledge flow well by comparing it with the other models.

INDEX TERMS Two-boundary network model, knowledge flow, regression equation, fixed effect

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of scientific advances and high
technology, the patent has become one of the most

important indicators of technology innovation and economic
development. Patents indicate the efficiency of knowledge
flow and utilization, and determine which is the leader in
the future world [1]–[3]. Many pieces of researches focused
on patent network analysis from the perspective of patent
citation [4]–[6] and patent assignment [7] [8]. The most
important reason is that citations and assignments of patents
usually show the great significance of knowledge flow and
knowledge outputs. The performance of patents directly in-
dicates the efficiency of knowledge utilization. Hence, sim-
ulating patent citation and assignment network is important
for studying patent performance and knowledge flow.

Using citation linkages to indicate knowledge flow is an
effective method in the existing literature [9]–[11]. Two kinds
of patent citations are usually considered in the patent cita-

tion network: one kind is the linkages between patents and
patents, the other is the linkages between patents and scientif-
ic literature. The citations’ number of a patent receiving from
other patents accumulates over time and correlates to the
patent’s technological impact. A dominant theory suggested
that highly cited patents contained important technological
advances [11] [12]. The characteristics of knowledge flow
could be identified through the patent citation network [13].
Besides, the references between scientific literature and
patents were called "these citations reflect genuine links
between science and technology" [1]. And they were used
to measure characteristics of published papers facilitating the
knowledge flow from science to technology [14]. Citations
from patents to scientific publications could provide useful
evidence about the commercial impacts of the academic
research [15]. Applying scientific knowledge to technical
innovation and productive activities was still deserved to be
researched [16] [17].
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The patent assignment indicates that knowledge transfers
from technical achievements to companies or products. It had
been proved that patent assignment was an external tech-
nology acquisition and an important resource for knowledge
innovation in companies [18] [19]. The patent assignment
also acted on strategic or competitive relationships relative
to research and knowledge spillovers [18] [20]. Besides the
merger and assignment activity of patents and technolo-
gy [21] [22], documented assignment [23] [24] provided
further insights into the knowledge flow model of patents.

Overall, the linkages from the scientific literature to
patents, patents to patents, and patents to firms are all
important paths illustrating knowledge flow. Patents citing
scientific literature exactly represents the process of applying
scientific knowledge into technology advance. And patents
assigned to firms means the process of outputting knowledge
into commercial benefits.

However, most of the researches on patent-centered
knowledge flow only consider citations between patents [15]
[25] [26]. Some researches considered only one boundary,
either the citations from scientific literature [27] [28] or the
assignments of patents to firms [29] [30]. In addition, most of
the researches on knowledge flow about patents only focused
on the attributes of the patent itself, such as the attributes of
the patent transferee [31], the patent theme [32], the country
of patent [33], the patent fusion [34], etc. Based on the
above two aspects, the current researches on patent-centered
knowledge flow lack the study on patent citation patterns
from the perspective of the network structure.

The motivations of this issue are as follows: comprehen-
sively considering the knowledge carriers, such as the scien-
tific literature, patents, and firms that got patent assignments,
they composed the research objects. And the relationships
between the scientific literature, patents and firms composed
the directed links or edges. Therefore, the knowledge flow
paths passing from the scientific literature to patents and from
patents to firms are defined as the two boundaries. From
the macro-level, the knowledge flow process is a path from
scientific literature to patents to productions, like the form of
scientific literature→patents→firms. From the micro-level,
one boundary is the citation relationship between scientific
literature and patents, and the other is the transformation
from patents to firms, which is described by assignment
relation.

As a result, the two-boundary network model is presented
to simulate patent-centered knowledge flow using all these
essential linkages. We use 578,678 patents provided by the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) from
2015 to 2018 to divide the patents into five structural patterns
based on the distances to two boundaries respectively, and
use the regression analysis to compare the impact of patents
with different structural patterns. Regression analysis is con-
ducted by employing a fixed effect ordinary least squares
model, where the fixed effect model was used to perform a
regression analysis in economics [35]. Balazsi [36] pointed
out that the massive emergence of multi-dimensional panels

had led to the increasing usage of a fixed effect model.
The contributions are summarized into five aspects: (1) the

two-boundary network model including the shortest paths of
knowledge flow is constructed and its validity and feasibility
are proved with theory; (2) from the perspective of statistics,
the structural patterns of patent citation are divided into five
classes based on the distances to two boundaries respectively;
(3) a fixed effect regression equation shows the impact of
patents on different structural patterns by different influential
factors; (4) comparing with the real data and null model,
the two-boundary network model is one of the desirable
models to represent the knowledge flow in scientific litera-
ture, patents and firms; (5) reducing the dependence on the
attributes of knowledge carriers and improving the clarity of
knowledge flow paths.

The arrangements of the rest about this paper are as
follows: In Section II, the two-boundary network model is
constructed, and the feasibility and validity of the model
are proved in theory. In Section III, according to the two-
boundary network model with USPTO data sets, dividing
the patent citation patterns into five structural patterns and
statistical analysis on data are investigated. In Section IV,
we use a fixed effect model to explore the impact of patents
with different structural patterns on knowledge flow. Finally,
in Section V, we compare and analyze the effect of two-
boundary network model on the real knowledge flow, and
give the limitations of this study and our future work. Other
results and tables are arranged in the Appendix.

II. MODEL AND PROPERTIES
In this section, we describe the two-boundary network model
and analyze its feasibility and validity in theory.

The two-boundary network model is based on the premise
hypotheses as follows: firstly, the relationships between ref-
erences and assignments are abstracted into edges; secondly,
the knowledge can be directly or indirectly transported by
these edges; thirdly, the two-boundary network model has
features of the social network, such as the small world
phenomena and clusters.

Considering substantial and fruitful connections of patents
with prior scientific advances and assigning companies, we
denote a two-boundary network model by G = (V,E),
where node set V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 and edge set E =
E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3. V1, V2 and V3 are the sets of scientific
literature, patents and firms, respectively. The directed edge
(v1, v2) ∈ E1 represents the patent v2 ∈ V2 citing the scien-
tific literature v1 ∈ V1, and the directed edge (v2, v3) ∈ E3

represents the patent v2 ∈ V2 transferred to the firm v3 ∈ V3.
E2 = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V2} is the set of patent citations between
patents in V2, such as the patent v cited u in V2. Therefore,
the two-boundary network model can be expressed formally
as

G = V1
E1−→ V2

E2−→ V2
E3−→ V3. (1)

The direction of the edge shows the direction of knowledge
flow. The two boundaries, knowledge application boundary
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FIGURE 1. A concept graph of the two-boundary network model. The orange
dotted line represents knowledge application boundary (KAB) and the green
dotted line represents knowledge output boundary (KOB). Values of X and Y
are distances of focal patent to two boundaries, respectively.

(KAB) and knowledge output boundary (KOB), are defined
as V1

E1−→ V2 and V2
E3−→ V3 respectively. The main part

of the model is the citation relationship between patents
V2

E2−→ V2. A concept graph of the two-boundary network
model is shown in Figure 1. This model can well consider the
whole process of transforming knowledge from the scientific
literature to patents, and finally to productivity through the
continuous transmission between patents.

Theorem 1. The two-boundary network model expressed
by equation (1) is one of the configuration networks.

Proof. By the two-boundary network model defined in
equation (1), the main part is patent set V2 which contains
the largest number of nodes in the model and connects the
scientific literature set V1 and the firm set V3. Many scholars
studied the citation relationship between patents [37]–[39].
We need to prove that the configuration network model [40]
can represent the citation relationship between patents. The
configuration network is constructed by giving the distribu-
tions of in-degree and out-degree of the network. To make
the structural characteristics of the main part of the two-
boundary network model can conform to the real patent ci-
tation network as much as possible. We use the configuration
network with random factors to fill (V2, E2) of the two-
boundary network model. However, there are two problems
in network configuration: how to evaluate the overlapping
edges and the self loops. To solve these problems, we adopt
the strategy of deleting these overlapping edges and self
rings directly, because they occupy a small proportion in the
network. Next, we prove that the edge deletion strategy is
feasible in theory.

The connection probability of two nodes i and j is record-
ed as p(i,j). Suppose the out-degree of node i is kout

i and
the in-degree of node j is kin

j , where kout
i , kin

j > 0. The
outgoing and incoming edges that nodes can connect in the
configuration network are called out-degree and in-degree
vacancies respectively. It is assumed that there are 2m vacan-
cies in the network, including m out-degree vacancies and

m in-degree vacancies. The in-degree vacancies of node j
is kin

j , then the probability of any node connecting to node

j is
kin
j

m . Since any out-degree vacancy in the network is
connected to an in-degree vacancy with equal probability, the
probability of connecting to node j is also

kin
j

m for a specific
out-degree vacancy of the specific node i. The node i has a
total of kout

i outgoing vacancies, then the total probabilities

of edge connection between nodes i and j are
kout
i k

in
j

m . Strictly,
p(i,j) represents the number of edges between nodes i and
j. But when m → 0, then p(i,j) → 0. So when the scale
of the network is very large, p(i,j) can be regarded as the
connection probability between nodes i and j. Note that
although kout

i , kin
j > 0 was assumed, the expression of p(i,j)

holds when kout
i = kin

j = 0.
When there is an edge between nodes i and j, the number

of available out-degree and in-degree vacancies of each node
will be reduced by 1, so the probability of having a second
edge between nodes i and j is

(kout
i −1)(k

in
j−1)

m . Therefore, the
probability that there is an overlapping edge between nodes i
and j is

kout
i k

in
j (k

out
i −1)(k

in
j−1)

m2 . For all nodes in the network, the
expectation of the total number of overlapping edges in the
network is

∑
(i,j)

p(i,j) =
1

m2

∑
(i,j)

kout
i kin

j (k
out
i − 1)(kin

j − 1)

=
1

〈kout〉2n2
∑
i

kout
i (kout

i − 1)
∑
j

kin
j (k

in
j − 1)

=
(〈kout2〉 − 〈kout〉)(〈kin2〉 − 〈kin〉)

〈kout〉2

= (
〈kout2〉 − 〈kout〉
〈kout〉

)2,

where 〈kout〉 = 1
n

∑
i k

out
i , 〈kout2〉 = 1

n

∑
i k

out
i

2. Because
of 〈kout〉 = 〈kin〉 in a directed network, we use the form of
out-degree. Generally, when using the configuration network,
we will control the two order moments of out-degree to be a
constant, so when n → ∞, the density of overlapping edges
in the network converges to 0 with the rate of 1

n .
Considering the self rings, the number of vacancies pairs is

kout
i kin

i , so the probability that node i has a self ring is kout
i k

in
i

m .
By summing all nodes in the network, the expectation of the
number of self rings about the network is∑

i

p(i,i) =
∑
i

kout
i kin

i

m
=
〈kout2〉
〈kout〉

.

Similarly, in the specific network, the 〈kout2〉 is a constant,
then when the above expression is n → ∞, the density of
the self loops in the network also converges to 0 with the
rate of 1

n . When the network size is large enough, the ratio
of the overlapping edges and the self loops can be ignored.
Therefore, the feasibility of constructing the main part of the
two-boundary network model was proven.
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Next, we explain the connection rules of the two bound-
aries as follows. The left boundary V1

E1−→ V2 is the relation-
ship between scientific literature and patents. However, there
are no restrictions or requirements on the number of cited
scientific literature in the patent application. Therefore, in
the construction of the model, the strategy of random linking
is used to map the disorder of the behavior about patents
citing scientific literature and the proportion of these patents
is recorded as pE1

. The right boundary V2
E3−→ V3 reflects

the assignments of patents. Research shows that patents with
high citations are more likely to be assigned into productivity,
and the probability of a small-innovator patent being assigned
early in its life cycle is about twice as large as the probability
of it being assigned for a non-assigned patent [41], where
the former is a sufficient condition and the basis for us
to complete the connection of the right boundary and the
latter provides us with a quantitative reference. Therefore, the
connection mechanism ofE3 is: two-thirds of nodes in the set
V2 with an out-degree greater than or equal to 1 can have an
edge connecting a firm, and one-third of the remaining nodes
in the set V2 with an out-degree equal to 0 can have an edge
connecting a firm. Each part is still connected with random
strategy, so we record the probabilities of these two parts as
p1E3

and p2E3
respectively, and pE3 = p1E3

+p2E3
. However, the

specific number of connected edges needs to be determined
by the amount of real data.

In summary, every part of the two-boundary network mod-
el is feasible. �

Theorem 2. The degree distributions of the two-boundary
network model display power-law behaviors.

Proof. The citation relationship between patents is regular.
We focus on the patent citation network that occupies the
main part of the two-boundary network model. If the main
part can effectively describe the real features of patent refer-
ences and knowledge flow, then combining the pE1 and pE3

from real data statistics, we can construct a complete two-
boundary network model.

As for V2
E2−→ V2, based on the existing research, we know

that patents with high citation are often more easily to be
cited again, and a priority connection mechanism has been
proved in the patent citation network [42]. Therefore, there
must be a priority connection mechanism in the edge set E2.
When a node connects to another node i, the probability of
i being connected is pi and pi =

kout
i∑

j k
out
j

. We can think of it
as a BA network approximately. From the perspective of the
BA network, initially, there have h0 nodes. Each time we add
a node to the model, then it will bring h edges to existing old
nodes, h ≤ h0 here.

Here we apply the mean-field method [43] to solve the
out-degree distribution in V2

E2−→ V2. Assuming that out-
degree kout is a continuous variable with adding new patents.
Then the probability pi could be seen as continuous change
rate of kout. And the total out-degrees of the network is
kout =

∑
j k

out
j = ht, where t =

∑
i ti and ti is the added

time of node i, so according to the continuity theory [44], kout
i

satisfies the following dynamical equation:

∂kout
i

∂t
= hpi = h

kout
i∑
j k

out
j

≈ kout
i

t
.

The initial condition kout
i (ti) = h represents the increasing

number of edges when the node i is added to the network at
time ti, then kout

i = h( tti ). Supposing that each time a node
is added, there will be t+ h0 nodes in the network at time t.
Obviously, these nodes obey uniform distribution. Hence,

P (kout
i < kout) = P (ti >

ht

kout ) = 1− ht

kout(h0 + t)
.

Next, we take the derivative of kout, and then the instanta-
neous distribution of the network is:

P (kout, t) =
∂P (kout

i < kout)

∂kout =
ht

(h0 + t)(kout)2

When t → ∞, the steady state distribution of the network
is:

P (kout) = lim
t→∞

P (kout, t) ∼ h(kout)−γ , γ ≈ 2

Similarly, the in-degree distribution of nodes is in the same
way: P (kin) ∼ h(kin)−α, α ≈ 2. Hence the in- and out-
degree distributions of the part V2

E2−→ V2 about the two-
boundary network model follow power-law behaviors. �

The fitting power rates of the real data about in- and out-
degree which are shown in Figure 2 are consistent with
those of the patent citation network derived from the two-
boundary network model, so our model can well reflect the
true structures of knowledge flow between patents. Besides,
statistically, the connection probabilities of E1 and E3 are
recorded as pE1

and pE3
respectively. There is no uniform

regulation on the number of citations to the scientific liter-
ature by patents and the patents’ assignments. So, pE1 and
pE3

can only be statistically determined through real data.
Therefore, we can completely load the real data into the two-
boundary network model.

III. APPLICATIONS OF TWO-BOUNDARY NETWORK
MODEL
We use the real data obtained from USPTO to fit the two-
boundary network model, and we also define two indexes
to measure the distances to two boundaries and compute the
structural patterns of patent citations.

A. REAL DATA AND ITS NETWORK
The patent data set in this issue is collected from the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
https://bulkdata.uspto.gov from 2015 to 2018. Details of the
patent data include the patent number, publication date, ap-
plication number, application date, classification, title, inven-
tors, assignees(owners), applicants, patent references, and so
on.

The granted patents are weekly published in XML files.
Patent references contain two citations of patents to patents
and patents to other scientific literature. On the choice of the
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(a) Distribution of in-degrees. (b) Distribution of out-degrees.

FIGURE 2. The log-log degree distributions of the real patent data. Curves in
panel (a) and (b) are in-degree distribution and out-degree distributions which
show power-law behaviors with α=2.2453 and 2.2829 respectively.

two citations, the records with the seven-digit patent number
in the last five years and scientific literature references are
chosen in the data set. Thereby, 1,256,145 citations of patents
to patents are available. Finally, we select the largest connect-
ed component with 578,678 patents to fit the two-boundary
network model, and we also choose 444,239 patents with all
information to employ regression analysis. We use this real
data set to fit the two-boundary network model (1) and obtain
a realistic two-boundary network model which is named
REALITY.

The construct details of REALITY are as follows: The
part of V1

E1−→ V2 in the model (1) is the relation between V1
and V2, E1 is the set of real relationships between scientific
literature and patents, that is, patent p ∈ V2 cites scientific
literature s ∈ V1, then they have a connection (s, p) ∈ E1.
The part of V2

E2−→ V2 is composed of the reversed real patent
citation network. There are 578,678 nodes and 1,256,145
edges. The part of V2

E3−→ V3 is the real assignment rela-
tionship of patents V2 and firms V3, where a patent p ∈ V2 is
successfully assigned to a firm f ∈ V3, then the directed link
(p, f) ∈ E3.

The degree distribution of nodes is one of the most impor-
tant statistical properties of networks. In the two-boundary
network model, the links are unweighed and directed. The in-
and out-degree of patents represent the direction of knowl-
edge inflow and outflow respectively. And the sum of in-
degrees equals the out-degrees by the handshaking lemma in
graph theory [45]. After calculating the in-degree and out-
degree of 578,678 patents in REALITY, we have the degree
distributions shown as Figure 2.

Slopes in Figure 2 are nearly −2, which are the exponents
of the two distributions. It is showed that REALITY is a
power-law network agreeing with Matthew effect [46]. This
is consistent with our derivation in the previous Subsection II.

B. STATISTICS OF THE DISTANCES TO TWO
BOUNDARIES
For the two-boundary network model, we define two impor-
tant metrics that are closely related to the distances of patents
to the set V1 or V3 and denoted by Xi or Yi respectively.
Xi = PKAB − 1 if there is a shortest path with length

PKAB from V1 to the patent i, otherwise Xi = inf . Similarly,
Yi = PKOB − 1 if there is a shortest path with length PKOB

from the patent i to V3, otherwise Yi = inf . Figure 1 lists
(X,Y ) of each patent. From the perspective of knowledge
flow, the value of X measures the efficiency of applying
scientific theoretical knowledge into technical patents and the
value of Y shows the ability to turn technical patents into
real productivity. For convenience, patent i with Xi = 0 or
Yi = 0 is called at KAB or KOB respectively, which means
i directly cites scientific literature or is directly assigned to
a firm. For example, in Figure 1, patents 1 and 7 are at
KAB, because they directly cite the theoretical knowledge of
scientific literature A, B or C. Patents 3, 5 and 7 are at KOB
because of the assignments to firms N1, N2 or N3. A patent is
called disconnected if it does not connect to any set V1 or V3
through links, which are represented as X = inf or Y = inf ,
such as patents 4 and 6 that do not connect to KOB or KAB.
Patents with Xi > 0 and Yi > 0 is at the middle of the two-
boundary network model, such as patent 2. Therefore, the
values ofX and Y can measure the efficiencies of knowledge
flow and transfer.

The X and Y distributions of 578,678 granted patents
in REALITY are shown in Table 1. There are 63.1% of
patents are at KAB and directly apply theoretical knowledge
into technical progress, and 23.7% of patents do not cite
scientific literature or other patents, which means that these
patents do not get any inspiration from existing scientific
advance. 13.1% of patents gather ideas from existing patents
which directly cite scientific literature. Similarly, over three-
quarters of patents are at KOB, which directly output to
firms. 4.5% of patents are indirectly connected to KOB.
Although these patents are not assigned, they stimulate the
generations of other patents. 19.8% of the patents have not
been assigned, and they also have not helped the assignments
of other patents.

TABLE 1. Distributions of X and Y (%).

Values 0 1 2 3 4 inf
X 63.13 12.14 0.94 0.07 ≈0.00 23.72
Y 75.74 4.25 0.23 0.01 ≈0.00 19.78

* The number of patents with X = 0 is 365343, and Y = 0 is 438273.
* The percentage of patents with X = 4 is 0.0038%, and Y = 4 is

0.0005%.

The distances of patents to two boundaries are less than
4, which indicates that the longest path length of knowledge
flow from the scientific literature to firms is no more than
6. What’s more, patents are more likely to cite others in their
field of knowledge and have a trend to form community struc-
tures [42]. Therefore, the REALITY network has the small
world property. Besides, Table 1 shows that the number of
patents at two boundaries is very large, hence it is interesting
to use two boundaries to study the path of knowledge flow
about generation and transformation in patents.
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C. STRUCTURAL PATTERNS OF CITATIONS BASED ON
TWO BOUNDARIES
Based on patent distances to two boundaries and the topo-
logical structure in REALITY, patents are parted into five
structural patterns: (a) X = 0, Y = 0; (b) X > 0, Y = 0; (c)
X = 0, Y > 0; (d) X > 0, Y > 0; (e) X = inf or Y = inf .
The distributions of the five structural patterns are shown
in Table 2. Patterns (a), (b) and (c) are at the boundaries.
Pattern (d) is in the middle of the network, and pattern (e)
is disconnected to KAB or KOB.

TABLE 2. Distributions of 5 structural patterns(%).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Percent 48.7 8.8 2.0 0.4 40.1

In Table 2, there are 48.7% of patents having two steps
from the scientific literature to real productivity, which indi-
cates that patents are effective mediums to transfer theoreti-
cal knowledge into commercial benefits. 8.8% of patents at
the KOB transfer to the firm directly and obtain scientific
literature indirectly. 2.0% of patents at the KAB cite scien-
tific knowledge directly and contribute knowledge to other
patents. Only 0.4% of patents with X > 0 and Y > 0 are at
the middle of REALITY network, which neither directly cite
scientific literature nor get assigned, playing a "bridge" role
in the knowledge flow. 40.1% of patents are disconnected to
one or two boundaries.

Combining the statistical analyses in Subsection III-B,
we can find that, directly or indirectly, most patents trans-
fer knowledge from scientific literature into productivity
eventually. And Table 2 shows that four patterns (a) to (d)
have 59.9% of 578,678 patents. That is enough to show
that scientific literature has strong influences on the final
transformation of patents. Therefore, in the knowledge flow,
the source role of scientific literature can not be ignored.

Through the above analyses based on REALITY, it can
be found that patents with different structural patterns have
different topological characteristics, but do these structural
patterns have an influence on the patent impact? If so, which
structural pattern has more influence on patents? We will
discuss these interesting questions in the next section.

IV. REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF PATENT IMPACT
By the analyses on Subsection III-C, we find that the patent
impact might be related to the patent’s structural patterns
in the two-boundary network model. Therefore, we present
a regression equation by fixed-effect ordinary least squares
model to further investigate the relationship between patent
impact and structural patterns in the topology of the two-
boundary network model.

A. IMPACT AND FIXED EFFECT FACTORS
A dominant theory suggests that highly cited patents contain
an important technological advance [11] [12]. So we take
the number of citations to measure patent impact. Here,

the patent impact in this paper refers to the importance of
patents in knowledge flow, and it must be different from
the benefits of patents in reality. Denote i be any patent in
the two-boundary network. Let Ii be the dependent variable,
defined as the impact of patent i. Ii = 1 indicates that the
patent i received the top 5% of citations compared to others,
otherwise Ii = 1. LetGg be the predictor variable, defined as
a binary variable, and g is the patent i located in pattern (g),
where g ∈ {(a) = {X = 0, Y = 0}, (b) = {X > 0, Y =
0}, (c) = {X = 0, Y > 0}, (d) = {X > 0, Y > 0}} be the
4 patterns, simply by g ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Gg = 1 if patent i is
the pattern g, otherwise Gg = 0.

To control other possible influences of impact in a flexible
and nonparametric manner, the number of inventors, refer-
ences, assignees’ types, CPC classes and granted years of
patents are taken as fixed effects which are introduced as
follows.
• The number of inventors (N ): The number of inventors in
a patent determines the size of the cooperation team.
• The number of citing patents (P ): A patent will refer to
different references, including references from other patents.
The number of citing patents represents the cumulative im-
pact of the technical contribution from other patents to this
patent.
• The number of citing scientific literature (L): In addition
to citing patents, patents would also cite scientific literature.
The number of citing scientific literature represents the influ-
ence of basic theory on patents.
• First assignee type (A): Mohammad Ahmadpoor and Ben-
jamin Jones [28], Bryan and Ozcan [47] presented methods
to class categories of institutions involved in patents. In this
issue, the patent assignees who own the patent can be classed
into three types: university, firm and person. The details are
attached in Appendix 1.
• CPC class (S): Patents can be divided into eight main class-
es by CPC codes, which are provided by USPTO. These eight
classes include Chemistry, Human Necessities, Performing
Operations, Mechanical Engineering, Construction Industry,
Textile Industry, Electricity, and Physics. Specific statistics
are shown in Table 4 of Appendix 2.
• The grant year (T ): The year when the patent is granted. In
this paper, we use patents that are granted from 2015 to 2018.

We denote the six fixed effects by Nn, Pp, Ll, Aa,
Ss and Tt in the following text, respectively. Nn =
1 if patent i has n inventors, otherwise Nn = 0,
where n is the number of inventors of patent i, n ∈
{[1, 5), [5, 10), [10, 20), [20, 50), [50,+∞)}, simply by n ∈
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]; Pp = 1 if patent i has p percentage
of patent references, otherwise Pp = 0, where p is
the top percentage of the number of citing patents,
p ∈ {[0, 10%), [10%, 20%), [20%, 50%), [50%, 1]}, simply
by p ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]; Ll = 1 if patent i has l percentage of
scientific literature references, and otherwise Ll = 0, where
l is the top percentage of the number of citing scientific lit-
erature, l ∈ {[0, 10%), [10%, 20%), [20%, 50%), [50%, 1]},
simply by l ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]; Aa = 1 if patent i is the a
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assignee, otherwise Aa = 0, where a is the assignees set
{university, firm, person}, simply by a ∈ [1, 2, 3]; Ss = 1
if patent i is the s CPC class, and otherwise Ss = 0,
where s ∈ {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H}, simply by s ∈
[1, 2, · · · , 8]; Tt = 1 if patent i is granted at year T ,
otherwise Tt = 0, where t is the year of which patent granted,
t ∈ {2015, 2016, 2017, 2018}, simply by t ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. The
fixed effect factors and their ranges are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Fixed effect factors.

Effects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Nn [1,5) [5,10) [10,20) [20,50) [50, +∞) - - -
Pp [0, 10%) [10%, 20%) [20%, 50%) [50%, 1] - - - -
Ll [0, 10%) [10%, 20%) [20%, 50%) [50%, 1] - - - -
Aa university firm person - - - - -
Ss A B C D E F G H
Tt 2015 2016 2017 2018 - - - -

In the following discussion, we will use the six fixed
effects to construct a regression equation to investigate the
influence of different structural patterns based on 444,239
patents from USPTO.

B. REGRESSION WITH EXPERIMENTS
To reveal the relation between patent impact and struc-
tural patterns from the perspective of topology in the two-
boundary network model, we present a regression equation
by fixed-effect ordinary least squares model [28].

The dependent variable and predictor variable are given
as the observed values, and the fixed effects are taken as the
other patent factors which are described in Subsection IV-A.
The regression is introduced to examine the extent to which
patent structural patterns in the two-boundary network model
predict high impact.

For any patent i, we take the dependent variable Ii, the
predictor variable Gg , and the six fixed effects together, and
construct a linear regression equation,

Ii = β1G1 + β2G2 + β3G3 + β4G4

+
5∑

n=1

γnNn +
4∑
p=1

ωpPp +
4∑
l=1

µlLl

+
3∑
a=1

λaAa +
8∑
s=1

σsSs +
4∑
t=1

δtTt + εi,

(2)

where εi is the error. When patents in the pattern (e), all
Gg = 0 indicates that the dependent variable Ii is only
affected by six fixed effects. If the predictor variable is
added to make βg > 0, then the effect of the predictor
variable is strong than that of the pattern (e). The coefficients
β1, β2, β3, β4 respectively indicate the relative contributions
for the high impact of patents in four structural patterns
compared with the disconnected patents in the pattern (e).
Equation (2) is a linear integer regression model. It is difficult
to find the analytic solutions of coefficients βg . Therefore, we
take experiments on the USPTO data, and estimate the values
of βg .

FIGURE 3. Regression results of equation 2. The coefficient βg of structural
patterns (a), (b), (c) and (d) are represented by blue, red, green and orange
bar respectively.

In regression, we choose the patents with the top 5% of
citations and take these patents as high impact. Figure 3
shows the regression coefficients respect to four structural
patterns which are defined by different X and Y , where
"None" means there is no fixed effect in the regression equa-
tion model, and "All" means all the 6 fixed effects considered
in the model. The regression results are shown in Figure 3 and
Table 5 in Appendix 2.

When we consider all these regressions, it’s easy to find
that patents in (a) (blue bar), (c) (green bar), and (d) (orange
bar) patterns have more possibilities to become the high
impact than those in the disconnected pattern because of all
βg >0. But the patents in the pattern (b) (red bar) have lower
values than others. The detailed analyses are as follows.

Firstly, it can be seen from Figure 3 that patents at both
two boundaries (X = 0, Y = 0) are not easy to become high
impact because of their rapid transformation in knowledge.
This kind of patents directly gather ideas from scientific
research advances and they are transformed into productivity
as soon as they are granted.

Secondly, patents in the pattern (b) located at KOB and far
from KAB (X > 0, Y = 0) are derived from other existing
patents by forward citations. Although derivative behavior
helps them obtain quick assignments, their theoretical nature
is limited. Therefore, for the knowledge flow, patents that
are relatively weak in theory and assigned quickly are not
conducive to the diffusion of knowledge. What’s more, in the
second to fifth regressions, their performance to become high
impact is poorer than the disconnected. When considering the
time effect T , β2 can continue to be greater than 0. Because
patents in the pattern (b) pursue the transfer efficiency and
ignore the theoretical basis, it would inevitably lead to the
"utility" of patents in this pattern. However, this "utility" is
often time-sensitive. So patents in the pattern (b) might be
time-sensitive.

Finally, comparing β3 (green bar) and β4 (orange bar), we
find that they reflect different situations. When only consid-
ering the topological characteristics of the network structure,
patents in the pattern (c) are more likely to obtain high
impact, which can be seen from the green bar on the "None".
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However, when realistic factors are taken into account, the
influence of pattern (c) will be greatly disturbed, especially
when time effect T is added. When considering the realistic
factors, the structural pattern (d) shows a stronger influence
than others, which can be found from the orange bar on the
"All".

The patents of the pattern (c) are all at KAB, which are
directly transferred from scientific literature with a strong
theoretical basis, and can provide theoretical and technical
support for other patents. Therefore, from the perspective
of network topology about knowledge flow, it is no doubt
that patents in this pattern are more likely to become patents
with high impact. Besides, the patents of the pattern (d) play
the role of "bridge", which are important in knowledge flow.
Patents in the pattern (d) help knowledge flow from patents
at KAB to KOB, so they are the inheritances of patents of
the pattern (c). As time goes on, more knowledge spreads
from the pattern (c) to KOB, and patents of the pattern (d)
continue to help this knowledge spread. Besides, coefficient
β4 is more robust than β3, which indicates that the structural
pattern (d) is not easily disturbed by other factors. That is, the
influence of this pattern on patent impact is endogenous. But
in any case, the patent with Y > 0 is more conducive to the
diffusion of knowledge flow in the patent citation network.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Patent evaluation is a complex and difficult work, which
might be caused by two possible reasons: one is that patents
are strongly combined with scientific knowledge and high
technology [48]; the other is the patent protection restricts
patent knowledge spillover [49], which against knowledge
and scientific advance sharing. So properly analyzing patent
performance would encourage developers of both universi-
ties and firms to pursue high-quality researches, and could
provide further insights into the utilization of knowledge.

This study conducts a two-boundary network model to
reveal the structural patterns of patent citation from the
perspective of knowledge flow. All non-patent citation links,
patent citation links, and patent assignment links are consid-
ered in the model. Combined patent data from USPTO be-
tween 2015 and 2018 with the two-boundary network model,
regression analysis is conducted by a fixed-effect ordinary
least squares model to explore the influence of patents with
different structural patterns on knowledge flow. We find,
whether from the topological structures of patent citations
or the combination of practical factors, patents not at KOB
are more conducive to the knowledge spread and diffusion.
Therefore, the policymakers should pay more attention to
the collaborations between universities and companies, and
encourage scholars and researchers to apply their research
results into patents to increase the efficiency of knowledge
utilization.

A. CONSTRUCTION OF DIFFERENT MODELS
In this subsection, we compare the two-boundary network
model (2BNM) with two others: one is the REALITY

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. The in- and out-degree distributions of NULL model.

defined in Subsection III-A, and the other is the null model,
named as NULL. There is no doubt that REALITY is the
benchmark.

We construct NULL as follows: The sizes of the node sets
V1, V2, V3 and the edge sets E1, E2, E3 are the same sizes
with the node sets and edge set of REALITY respectively,
but with different connection mechanisms: the connections of
part V1

E1−→ V2 are completely random directed edges with
X = 0; the directed edges of part V2

E2−→ V2 are completely
random with average degree 〈k〉 = 2.17, which is the same
as the average degree of the main part in REALITY; the
connection mechanism of part V2

E3−→ V3 is similar to the
part in E1 with Y = 0.

To ensure the computability of the benchmark of the two
boundary network model (2BNM) mentioned in Section II,
we set E1, E2, E3 as follows: the proportion pE1

of E1 in
all the 365,343 edges is set the same as the REALITY,
pE1

= 0.63; V2
E2−→ V2 is the main part of 2BNM which

embeds the configuration network generated with the in-
and out-degree distributions of REALITY. This part has
578,678 nodes, 1,255,786 directed edges, and the number of
overlapping edges and self rings is only 359 edges, 0.029% of
all directed edges which have little influence on the network
structure and are deleted. This is completely consistent with
the theoretical analysis of Theorem 1 in Subsection II. What’s
more, in V2

E3−→ V3, the proportion of patents which are
assigned in REALITY is 0.76. According to Theorem 2 of
Subsection II, we set the proportion of nodes with out-degree
greater than or equal to 1 in V2 connecting with V3 is 0.51,
and the total number is 296,893. Similarly, the proportion of
nodes with out-degree equal to 0 in V2 connecting with V3 is
0.25, and the total number is 141,480.

B. COMPARISON OF MODELS
We make comparisons from three aspects: the characteristics
of network structure about the main part of models, the
index distributions of models, and the measurement effect of
models.

1) The characteristics of network structure.
The in- and out-degree distributions of NULL are shown in
Figure 4. The in- and out-degree distributions of REALITY
are shown in Figure 2. Because the configuration network
used by the main part of 2BNM is the same as that of
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5. The comparison of X and Y distributions about four models.

REALITY, and refer to Figure 2 as well. Obviously, the
main parts of REALITY and 2BNM are power-law distri-
butions, but the main part of NULL is Poisson distribution.
Different distributions of the main structure will inevitably
lead to larger different structural characteristics.

2) The index distributions
In the two-boundary network model, the most important two
indexes are X and Y . The statistics of the indexes repre-
sent the distributions of patents of each structural pattern in
the model. These two indexes measure the consistency and
representation of different models statistically. Because of
the randomness of the configuration network, we extend the
2BNM to a method of averaging 10 times, and we record this
simulation result as 2BNM10. The distributions of X and Y
of the four models are shown in Figure 5.

Because the ratios of X = 0 and Y = 0 are set manually
through real data, complete consistency is not of comparative
significance. So we need to focus on the consistencies of oth-
er statistics. Obviously, the statistical distributions of X 6= 0
and Y 6= 0 about NULL are quite different from those in
REALITY. The 2BNM and 2BNM10 are more consistent
with REALITY. What’s more, 2BNM shows high stability
in statistics, even in the case of random factors, it can still get
stable statistical distributions of X and Y .

3) The measurement effect
Although the statistical distributions of X and Y can reflect
the statistical consistencies of different models to a certain
extent, the comparison of model measurement effect on the
microscopic aspect still needs attention. For knowledge flow,
X is an "active" index, while Y is a "passive" index. No
matter in the real citation relationships or the two-boundary
network model, the emergence of X from KAB naturally
causes the change of the number of citations, which promotes
the assignment of patents and the generation of Y . Therefore,
we further compare the relationship between X and the
number of average citations of patents in different models, as
well as the relationship between the number of citations and
average Y . These two relationships and their relative errors
with the REALITY are shown in Figure 6.

In reality, because X is determined by forward citations
to scientific literature, which is not affected by backward
citations. When the patent is authorized, its X has been

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 6. Panel (a) shows the relationship between X and the number of
average citations of patents in different models. Panel (b) shows the
relationship between the number of citations and average Y . Panel (c) and (d)
show relative errors of (a) and (b) respectively.

fixed. And the process of the patent citation has a priority
connection mechanism [42], as the values of X increase,
the average citations of patents are gradually decreasing.
Combined with the above analysis, we find that REALITY,
2BNM, and 2BNM10 can well reflect this phenomenon, but
the NULL model can not show it. With the values of X
in NULL increasing, its average citations basically remain
the same. This is mainly because NULL is just a random
connection that makes the out-degree of nodes in the network
concentrated around its average out-degree, as shown in Fig-
ure 4b. What’s more, whether the average strategy is adopted
for 2BNM or not, the measurement values and overall trend
of X are consistent with REALITY. It can be seen from
Figure 6c that the relative errors of 2BNM and 2BNM10

fluctuate around 0 and are less than the relative errors of
NULL.

The values of Y are affected by the number of forward
citations from patents. For a patent in the two-boundary
network model, the more citations it receives, the longer path
length to boundary KOB and the X of these patents is very
close to 0, which can be found from REALITY in Figure 6a.
On the contrary, when patents are assigned to firms quickly,
the citation numbers of these patents are relatively small and
the values of Y about these patents are 0, which corresponds
to the structural pattern (a) as mentioned in Subsection III-C,
and we can find that patents in this pattern account for a large
proportion from Table 2. Therefore, on the whole, with the
increasing of the number of citations, the average values of Y
should be changed to a rising trend, but the values of Y have
an upper bound. From Figure 6b, although all four curves
are rising trend, 2BNM and 2BNM10 are more consistent
with REALITY, and they are almost overlapping. And by
comparing with the relative errors of their statistical results
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shown in Figure 6d, we can find that, whether the average
strategy is adopted or not, 2BNM is as good as REALITY.
But NULL is much different from REALITY.

Considering the analysis above, 2BNM can well describe
the real situation of knowledge flow and can provide further
analysis for the performance of the patent combining with
structural attributes.

C. FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATION
Through the analyses of the two-boundary network model,
patents in different structural patterns have different impacts.
We can use the structural patterns and the machine learning
method to analyze the flow of knowledge. Therefore, the-
oretically, the results of exploring the relationship between
the structural patterns defined by the two-boundary network
model and the patent impact can be transformed into the
input characteristics of machine learning, and the method
of support vector machine can mine its internal relationship
by using this structural patterns to measure and predict the
impact of patents. For V1 on the left side of the model,
we could add to the citation network of scientific literature,
which would help us to describe the origin of innovation.
Besides, we would analyze the innovation topics of patents
using the two-boundary network. Some scholars have made
explorations by machine learning in the study of knowledge
flow [50]. Hayoung Choi et al [32] proposed a multi-step
approach to analyze the technological innovation topic based
on patents and generated an opportunity-focused innovation
topic map, which would inspire us to further investigate the
knowledge utilization efficiencies among different innova-
tion fields. For V3 on the right side of the model, we would
supplement the revenues after the assignments of patents.
Goel and Saunoris [51] considered the links between patents
and entrepreneurship to examine the knowledge flow and
found that there were significant variations in the effects
of knowledge flow across different entrepreneurship types,
which would give us another new perspective to analyze the
linkages between patents and companies.

The two-boundary network model provides a new analyt-
ical framework of the knowledge flow in multidimensional
heterogeneity entities between themselves and each other,
such as scientists→scientific literature→patents. Or it can
be applied to other fields, such as supply chain: materi-
al suppliers→product manufacturers→product distribution
centers; disease transmission: natural hosts→intermediate
hosts→humen.

However, there are also some limitations to this study. The
two-boundary network model is defined by patent-centered,
while the knowledge contribution is unreasonable only based
on the distances to scientific literature or firms. Besides,
the citation relationships between scientific literature and
the benefits in productivity after patent assignments have
not been fully considered, so the study on the expansion
of the two boundaries is not enough. We will continue to
examine the characteristics of patents in the knowledge flow
by expanding the citation network of scientific literature and

the revenues of patent assignments.
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APPENDIX 1. ASSIGNEES TYPES AND CLASSIFICATION
Mohammad Ahmadpoor and Benjamin Jones [28], Bryan
and Ozcan [47], both of them presented methods to class
categories of institutions involved in patents. Here three cat-
egories for institutions involved in patents were considered:
university; firm; personal.

University: The assignee(s) addresses provided by data set
USPTO are explored and searched for one of the following
strings in the address entry: university, alumni, univ, national
cancer, brigham, jackson lab, research center, akademie, vib,
RIKEN, Eye&Ear, medical school, national jewish health,
eth zurich, Center for, higher education, cold spring harbor,
akadamie, centre for, fundacio, Université, centre, planck,
universuty, Universitat, fundacion, UNIVERSITÀ, agence
nationale, insitute, UNIVERSITÉ, eye and ear in rmary,
Society for, Unversity, cancer centre, universite, institue,
istituto, cancer center, fondation, universiteit, universitet, u-
niversitaet, city of hope, educational fund, zentrum, consejo,
ecole, universtiy, centro, kettering, mayo, schule, institucio,
centrum, hospital for sick, children’s hospital, academisch,
universita, universit’at, georgia tech, school of, consiglio
nazionale, intellectual properties, fondazione, national cen-
tre, centro nacional, centre national, foundation, regents,
council, fred hutchinson, general hospital corporation, uni-
versidade, research hospital, medical center, foundation, u-
niversitat, universidad, colegio, univerisite, institut, institute,
instituto, trustees, academia, academy, college.

Firm: One of the following strings is detected in the
address entry: Inc, Group, Foundation, Co, limited, LTD,
LLC, Corp, Company, LP, LLP, inc, llc, llp, lp.

Person: As for personal names in the address entry, we
divided these patents as the person.

APPENDIX 2. TABLES AND PARAMETERS

TABLE 4. The 8 CPC schemes and the statistical values.

Scheme counts X Y scheme name
A 64168 0.095083 0.077610 HUMAN NECESSITIES
B 51662 0.185704 0.050584 PERFORMING OPERATIONS
C 27448 0.031397 0.032148 CHEMISTRY
D 1583 0.126084 0.047619 TEXTILES
E 11947 0.180670 0.088755 CONSTRUCTION
F 30162 0.192403 0.054174 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
G 135310 0.125440 0.030752 PHYSICS
H 150062 0.145808 0.031720 ELECTRICITY
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